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ABSTRACT

The concentration fluctuations in the long wavelength limit Scc(O), short range order

parameter and free energy of mixing of K-Pb and Rb-Pb alloys ha ve been studied within the frame-

work of the quasi-chemical theory. It is observed that the simple model could be used to shed more

insight into the nature of chemical ordering that exists in such strongly compound forming binary

alloys.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent times, the alkali-Pb alloys have been extensively [1-4] studied

because of some interesting peculiarities in their electronic structure.

For LiPb and to. some extent NaPb, they are observed to form octet

compounds while the other alkali-Pb alloys exhibit maximum deviations

from ideal behaviour at the equiatomic concentrations.

Other peculiarities include the fact that their excess total entropy of

mixing has a v shape [11] typical of ordered systems with a minimum

located around the equiatomic compositions, it is also observed that

their heat capacity is very large and exhibits a pronounced temperature

dependence, while their electrical resistivities exceeds the range of

typical metallic values [17].

Recent neutron diffraction studies [3,4] of the structure of equiatomic

A-Pb (A- K,Rb,Cs) reveals the presence of a sharp diffraction peak at

low wave vectors indicating the presence of polyatomic structural units.

Our interest in K-Pb and Rb-Pb alloys also stems from the availability

of recent experimental results on their thermodynamic properties

[2,11]. In light of this and other considerations we feel it could be

interesting from a theoretical point of view to study ordering phenomena

and concentration fluctuations in this two binary alloys.
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From the theoretical viewpoint, at least two methods of investigation

are possible, the best from a semi ab-initio perspective is using

pseudopotential formalism as was done by Lai et al [5]. The results are

usually obtained From a Gibbs-Bogoliubov variational calculation with an

appropriate (usually hard sphere) reference system. A more recent work

is that of Hafner and Jank [18] who used a hard sphere Yukawa reference

system to study LiNa alloy.

For the type of alloys being studied here ,however, this is not an easy

task. Firstly because appropriate pseudopotentials do not to our

knowledge exist in the literature to explain electron-ion interaction in

such strongly compound forming alloys and secondly the models used to

explain their structure factor are seemingly not easily applicable [3].

A second method, an empirical approach which is based on the complex

formation model of Bhatia and Singh 16] has been used in the present

work because of its success in explaining the concentration dependence of

xs,
the excess free energy of mixing (G^ y and other thermodynarnic

properties of binary alloys as shown in recent works by Singh and

collaborators [7-10].

In the present paper we have attempted to explain some peculiarities

observed in the long wavelength concentration-concentration fluctuations

Scc(0) of K-Pb and Rb-Pb by first reproducing within the framework the

free energy of mixing and have thence gone further to make

pronouncements on the kind of local order expected in the two binary

alloys.

The layout of the present paper is thus as follows, in the next section we

give a critical discussion of the essential equations required for our

calculations. In section 3, our results for Gy(the free energy of

mixing) , S c c (0) and the Warren - Cowley short range order parameter

(<r,) are presented, section 4 summarizes our major conclusions.

2. STATISTICAL THERMODYNAMIC MODEL DESCRIPTION

This section gives a relatively brief description of the model used, more

detailed description can be found in the paper by Bhatia and Hargrove

[12]. Their quasi lattice model s t a r t s by assuming that the

thermodynamic properties of compound forming alloys of the form AB

can be explained by assuming a pseudoternary mixture of A atoms, B

atoms and A B complexes. The binary compound can be assumed to co-

nsist of nj gm atoms of A, n2 g atoms of B and n3 gm moles of the compl

-exes A B . In our present calculations we assume as has been previousl

y shown [3,4] that the A-Pb alloys under consideration can be modelled

using the chemical complexes A4Pb4 . It thus follows that from the cons-



ervation of atoms, one may write

ni= c-4n3 , n2= (1-c) - 4n3

where

(1)

and the total number n= n ( + n2 +n 3 , c being the concentration of A.

In general, the total number of particles in the binary solution i.e atoms

and molecules is given by nN, where N is the total number of atoms.

In the present work, we take N=i, resulting in n=i mole.

The free energy of mixing of the binary alloy G,, may be expressed as

G M = ~n3g + R T t n s I n ni + n2 I n n2 + n3 In 8n3] + 2 2 n i n i V i i
Kj J J

(2)

Here V.. (i,j = I,2,3) are the interchange energies, g is the formation en

-ergy of the complex and the first term on the right hand side represents

the lowering of the free energy of mixing of the ternary mixture of A,Pb

and A4Pb<.

For a given temperature (T) and pressure (P), the equilibrum value of n3

can be obtained from the condition

OGM/3n3) T i P i N ) C = 0 (3)

It can be shown [12] that the equiiibrum values of the n's can be

determined in this particular case from (2) and (3) as

(4)

z= { (nr4n3)V13 + (n2 - 4n3) V23 - 4(n2 + n,) Vt2] /RT

(5)

The activity a . =cy* , where y*is the activity coefficent, is given by

In aA= In n + (1-n) + In n, + [n3V13 + n2Vt2] /RT - i /RT 2 2 ^ / H
• / •l < J

(6)

S (0) is a basic function and can be obtained by substituting equation

(2) into the expression from fluctuation theory, thus

Scc(0) = RT/(8GM/3c2) = ( l-c)aA / (3aA/3c) T ^ N

= c a p b / (3ap b /3( l-c))T p N (7)

after the necessary substitution and simplification, we have

Scc(0)= [ 2 ( "•)'/ n. + 2/RT 2 2 ^ i f ' ^

where n.= dn./dc .

We note that equations (2-8) are those obtained for the particular case

\i~v- 4, using the more general expressions in ref [12]. It is obvious

that all the parameters needed for determining S (0) have been determi

-ned previously. The Warren - Cowley short range order parameter [a,)

-[13,14] for the first neighbour shell is defined in terms of the ratio of

to the ideal value S^(0) by the relation, Singh et al [19], as

6
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ar,=(S-i)/(S(Z-i) S=Sc
cc

(0) (9)

Z being the number of atoms in the first shell, usually referred to as

the coordination number and S1 JO) = c(i-c).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The basic equations have been given in the preceeding section. The

calculations proceed along the lines of ref [12], firstly a value of g is

fitted from experimental values of G-, [2,11] , similar arguments as in

the ref were then used to fit the parameters V. . . The compounds invest

-gated here have been shown [2,3] to form chemical complexes, we

observe that contrary to previous calculations [12] on other binary

alloys, the parameter V, -, has to be switched on with a relatively large

magnitude. From Figs 1 and 2, it is obvious that the values of our

calculated interaction parameters reproduces quite well, the

experimental free energy of mixing. The same is true of the activity

Figs 3 and 4), though for both alloys, the agreement between theory and

experiment gets worse with increase in c*, though the general trend is a

well duplicated by our calculations. We note that experimental values

of Gyand y are taken for K-Pb and Rb-Pb From references [2] and [11]

respectively. The agreement between theoretical and experimental G.. ,

values are very good when compared with other alkali-Pb alloys e.g for

7

NaPb [15] using a similar model and those for LiPb [16] using the

association model. The computed values of g/RT are high indicating a

strong tendency for the formation of chemical complexes. The values of

the parameters are given in Table 1. It is interesting to note however

that the computed G . and n3 values have their maximum (n3) and

minimum (G>, ) values at the equiatomic concentration, one notes

however that n3 flattens out for K-Pb at 0^=0.67 , while that of Rb-Pb

occurs at C ^ - 0 . 6 3 .

We next look at the concentration-concentration fluctuation S JO) in tne

long wavelength limit, this from a theoretical point of view is more inte

-resting since any deviation from the ideal value S1 JO) is significant in

trying to explain the degree of interaction in binary mixtures. The rule

is that S (0) << Sr (O) , isan indication of strong association or the

existence of chemical complexes, while S [0) >> S (0) implies a ten

-dency for segregation or phase separation.

Experimentally S (0) can be determined from the observed activity

coefficent using the equation from ref [2], thus

S c c ( 0 ) = X A ( 1 ~ X A ) / [ X A ( 5 I n Y

In eqn (10) , y* , the experimental activitycoefficents were fitted to su

-itable polynomials of varying degrees until computed values were found
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to be in good agreement with experiments. The required derivatives

were taken and experimental values of S 10) computed from eqn (10).

Comparisons were made with the computed results from (8), the plots

are shown in Figs 5 and 6.

Before passing comments on the result, we note that the activity

coefficent is only available in the range 0<c*<0.7 for both alloys and th

-us any result beyond that region could be considered as an extrapolation.

From a perusal of the experimental plots in Figs 5 and 6, one notes that

though the two alloys have about the same experimental trends for

S,, (0),and clearly indicates compound forming tendencies, the

calculated values predicts properties which appear interesting and

worthy of further discussion.

Both alloys exhibit a double maxima that is symmetric about the

equiatomic composition, the positions of the first atomic peaks lie at

about the same atomic composition while that of the second peaks are

different. One could also note that the peak height for Rb-Pb is greater

than that of K-Pb , implying that the tendency for compound formation is

more pronounced for the latter. S (0) << S 1 (0) , showing a strong

tendency in both cases for the formation of chemical complexes and

strong heterocoordination. One is however of the opinion that a -deeper

insight into the kind of local order that exists in the alloy could be

gained by calculating the Warren - Cowley short range order parameter

a i and this has been done.

The Warren-Cowley short range order parameter has been computed for

the two binary alloys using eqn (9) , an important indgredient of the

calculation is the coordination number, we have been guided by experime

-ntal considerations [2] and for this parameter, we use the value

Z=4. We note that at does not have any experimental values to compare

with. These parameter is usually an important indicator of the degree of

order in a binary alloy. at is a measure of the probability that an atom

A exists at site 2 and is a nearest neighbour of a given atom B at site 1.

Physically, negative values of cr3 corresponds to a situation in which A-B

pairs of atoms are preferred over the occurence of A-A or B-B pairs as

nearest neighbours, the reverse occurs when «i>0. It can be shown [7]

that the maximum value of at is 1 and the minimum is - i . Typically, a

situation in which or1 =1 , corresponds to the occurence of total segreg

-ation leading to phase separation while aj = -1 implies complete

ordering of pairs of nearest neighbour atoms in the A-B configuration.

For random distribution of atoms, q = 0.

A plot of calculated values of or, is given in Figs 3 and 4 , the values
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are all negative and show essentially the same feature for both alloys.

The minimum value of cr, occurs in both cases at the equiatomic compos

-ition , this implies that their, maximum heterocoordination or

preference for the formation of A-Pb pairs of atoms over A-A or Pb-Pb

pairs as nearest neighbours occurs at this concentration this is in

agreement with diffraction experiments [3] , however for both alloys

there is a marked peak at C. - 0.6, this could be linked somehow to

the position of the pronounced dip in the total entropy of mixing [2].

From the physical interpretation of ors, a value close to zero , implies

random distribution of atoms , leading to a consequent increase in the

observed entropy, this could also be observed from the graph of <rt and

is also in agreement,apart from the composition to observed results [2].

4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the present work , a simple statistical mechanical model has been

used to study the concentration dependence of the free energy of mixing,

5 (0), and the Warren Cowley short range order parameter. Though the

structure assumed A4Pb< does not seem to have been used in the

literature for any binary alloy, it is worthy to note that the model

reproduces qualitative features of G^and activity though it does that of

the former better. The magnitude of ordering in K-Pb and Rb-Pb have

also been investigated using au the result confirms that both alloys exh-

ibit strong compound forming tendencies at about the equiatomic

concentration. The calculations reproduces to a fairly good extent, all

the observed features of the thermodynamic properties, the computed at

in particular indicates that in both alloys at c*-0 .6 , one expects the all

-oy to exhibit at different concentrations, a greater degree of disorder

and thus higher entropy as observed experimentally [2].
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Alloy
K-Pb
Rb-Pb

Temp (K) g/RT
879 17.5
878 16.2

V12/RT
-5.0
-4.8

V13/RT
4.0
4.0

V23/RT
-2.0
-2.0

Table 1: Values of the interaction parameters for K-Pb and Rb-Pb

alloys.

Fig.l

CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES

Fig 1: Number of gm moles of chemical complexes n3/N and free
energy of mixing for K-Pb alloy a t B79K.
dashes (n3/N). experimental Gm/RT (dots), theoretical
Gm/RT<full lines).

Fig 2: As in Fig 1 but for Rb-Pb

Fig 3: Warren Cowley short range order parameter (alpha) and
activity log aK in K-Pb.
Calculated Warren - Cowley parameters (dashes),experimen-
tal activity (dote),theoretical activity (solid lines).

Fig 4: As in Fig 3 but for Rb-Pb.

Fig 5: Su; (0) Vs concentration for K-Pb
dote - experimental results from activity coefficent.
solid lines - Theoretical valugs
dashes Ideal values S^t fO)

Fig 6: As in Fig 5 but for fib-Pb.
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